
COMPUTER SYSTEMS ENGINEER

509 9th Avenue North, Suite 150, Myrtle Beach, SC. 29577 www.deploy360.us

Location: Fort Liberty - Fayetteville, NC 
 
Clearance Requirement - Top Secret with SCI

Job Description
We are seeking a highly skilled Computer Systems Engineer to join our team at Fort Liberty, Fayetteville,
NC. The ideal candidate will be responsible for designing, developing, testing, and delivering developmental
PAI (Publicly Available Information) capabilities while ensuring compliance with security standards and
compatibility with existing network and operating systems.

Education & Experience (Required):
Proficiency in Python (or any backend language such as C, C++, C#, Java, etc.), CSS/3, HTML/5, and
JavaScript
Experience with ReactJS, AngularJS, JQuery, Bootstrap for framework development
Familiarity with techniques such as Single Page Applications, AJAX, and DataTables
Knowledge of Visualization Frameworks such as Kibana, D3, ChartJS, Plotly
Operating Systems: Linux, Ubuntu, CentOS, Windows
Proficiency in Swift or Objective-C (for Apple Development) and Java or Kotlin (for Android)
Experience with Python tools/packages including pip, pipenv, pandas, Flask, Django, celery, sqlachemy
Proficiency in databases such as MongoDB, Postgres, SQLite, Redis/RabbitMQ (in-memory databasing)
Experience with relational and non-relational database modeling, system administration, API calling,
modularity, tasking/queueing, containerization, proxies, OpenSSL, and security authentication
Knowledge of cloud deployment using EC2, S3, Beanstalk/Docker
Familiarity with security standards minimization, semi-automated and automated collection, operating
system compatibility, graphic user interface development, foreign language compatibility, and export
data interoperability
Bachelor's degree in computer science or a related field

Schedule
3 days a week onsite, 2 days a week remote, 40 hours per week.
Core Hours: 8:30am – 5:30pm.

Deploy360 Overview 
Join Deploy360, a leading user-centered software development company specializing in providing software
engineering services for the Department of Defense (DoD). At Deploy360, we prioritize continuous software
improvement, recognizing the evolving needs of the DoD’s business processes. 

Deploy360 stands out as a fully integrated, end-to-end software development and DevSecOps managed
service provider. Our suite of services and innovative technology enables application development at scale
with enhanced speed, efficiency, and cost-effectiveness. Leveraging our proprietary Software Factory,
development teams can Build-Once and Deploy-Everywhere, ensuring rapid deployment and reliable
performance. 


